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ZINC 

VMD have finally made a decision,  of sorts!   Use of medicinal zinc oxide is due to cease across the EU on the 26th 

June.  But, UK has of course “Brexited”.  The UK decision is basically that “Zinc oxide” currently in the supply chain 

can be used up within its expiry date – this is 2 years on Zinc products.  If product in the feed mills is used up before 

this, well that is that.   Please speak to us if you want to discuss on-going strategies and lastly a quick reminder – zinc 

medicated food can only legally be fed for a maximum of 14 days. 

 

TAIL BITING PAPERWORK 

The new Pig Welfare Codes and new RT Pigs Standards have without doubt raised the bar very significantly in terms 

of the regulatory environment we all work in.  This is most definitely the case in relation to tail biting and all the 

associated interventions to reduce the health and welfare impacts associated with it.  Recent feedback from 

producers who have had an RT annual audit is clarifying exactly where the level of expectation now lies and I wanted 

to highlight this so that you can do your best to ensure your unit remains compliant.  Certified vet support for tail 

docking is no longer sufficient on its own and indeed cannot be granted without at least the following: 

1. A documented unit specific risk assessment.   

You do this very easily using AHDB’s WebHAT (short for Hazard Awareness Tool).  Just search AHDB 

WebHAT.  You don’t have to use this tool, just create and record an annual risk assessment. 

2. Formulate a Tail Biting Action Plan detailing specific actions to minimise the “risk” of tail biting.   Using the 

WebHAT above can help as it automatically generates an Action Plan too.  The above 2 steps should only 

take minutes. Literally! 

3. Have records detailing vice events including tail biting.  No records, no justification (in the eyes of the law, 

and RT!).  GVG have a very easy to use template where you can not only record tail biting events but select 

specified interventions you have made to address each event to support your Action Plan above.  

Please don’t shoot the messenger, well not unless you are SOP trained anyway! 

 

eMB deadline 

The deadline for submission of Q4 data is 11th February.  Please try to make sure a full and accurate entry, with 

precise pig numbers is made in good time.  Early indications are that good progress has been made with antibiotic 

use despite a rocky start to the year.  Thanks! 

 

New EU Meds Legislation  

A whole new suite of legislation covering medicines and feed medication came into force across the EU on the 28th 

January.  The “B” word is once again relevant here … for the time being, current UK legislation in the form of the 
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Veterinary Medicines Regulations 2013 remain in place although VMD have committed to a formal review in the 

near future before bringing forward new legislation.  This review could have far reaching implications for pig and pig 

health and much could depend on interpretation.  With regard to antibiotics the EU legislation bans prophylactic 

treatment,  makes an MFS (feed script) valid for only 5 days and for a maximum 14 days treatment, restricts feed 

medication to a single anti-microbial and places tighter controls on all mills/mixers  of medicated feed.  In totality, 

such legislation could make the zinc ban look like a “walk in the park!”   GVG will be making sure our voice is heard in 

the upcoming review.  The health and welfare of our pigs must remain our primary focus.  

 

ANNE RETURNS! 

We are all delighted that our friend and colleague Anne Warzecha has returned from Germany to do some locum 

work for us through February and April.   

Alex and her new son Arthur are doing really well and Alex is hoping to rejoin the fray in the summer.   

 

Meds Training  

We have now run at least 6 RT approved Meds Training courses delivering training to over a 100 farmers so far.   It 

has been a great effort from the whole team.   Feedback from clients has been good with everybody seeming to take 

something out of it.  Please make sure you get registered with the office for a future course which will help avert an 

avoidable problem before your next RT audit. 

Agrisoft Pig Vision (Winpig) Training  

We will be holding a webinar at 4pm on 14th February taking an hour or so.  This will be a free event and restricted to 

our vets and clients.  Many of us use the programme very frequently but are we getting the most out of the it?   We 

are grateful to James Nesling for agreeing to speak to us.  James will cover off topics including the most useful 

monitoring reports, how best to record the different elements of fostering now widely practiced on our farms and  

recording mortality in the rearing herd.   

Both Pig Vision  users and non-users are welcome.  Please register your interest (and an email address) with our 

brilliant admin team.  

All the best  

 

Richard.  

 

 

 

 


